What is Energy Transition Game?

a playground for practicing social and technological transformations

The Energy Transition Game is a role-playing simulation that allows players to experience transition
challenges from fossil fuels to renewable energy
sources.
In this micro-world where energy is essential to
ensure the wellbeing of citizens, you can shape the
future of the energy sector.

Become an energy producer, energy provider,
technology start-up, one of the government
departments or civil society organizations and
create new solutions for the energy system!
Achieving your goals may not be easy., Energy prices, cost of change, energy demand,
harsh competition and consumer satisfaction - they can all affect the outcomes of
your decisions.

Can you navigate through the energy transition processes to arrive at a better, cleaner, and more equitable future?

Gameplay

Each player takes different role within a complex
energy system landscape. Each role is linked with
different decisions and responsibilities leaving a
space for players to create their own strategies.

In an open game world all players can freely interact
with each other, make agreements, put new policies
in place, and come up with creative, out-of-the-box
solutions. This way the game not only simulates the
real-life complexity of the energy transition, but also
creates an environment where innovations are born.

Are you ready to take on the challenges of the energy system transition?
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Benefits

Learn how to navigate through
the challenges of energy transition

Explore transition strategies to new
energy sources

Experience and understand the complexity
of the system-wide change

Develop skills for effective communication
and collaboration

Learn how to foster and integrate both
technological and social energy innovations

Where can I get Energy Transition Game?
To play Energy Transition Game
contact us at office@crs.org.pl
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Be sure to subscribe and give us feedback. You can also follow
us on Facebook and Twitter to get news and updates about the
Energy Transition Game and our other game initiatives.
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